Based on the 1939 motion picture classic, the Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary Edition.
SPECIFICATIONS

- Wide body
- One year warranty
- Weight: 395 lbs
- Dimensions: Height: 74.25", Width: 29", Depth: 52"
- A 28" LCD HD monitor
- 5 flippers
- 2 mini playfields
- 4 Trumper-bumpers, one balloon bumper, 5 magnets, 1 spinning target, crystal ball,
- Rollover targets, Winkie Guard drop target.
- Full color cabinet and backbox artwork created by artist Jerry Vanderstelt.

SPECIAL FEATURES

- Digital stereo sound system with music and effects created by sound master, Chris Granner.
- Audio connection jack for headphone/ear bud
- Component audio connection jack at rear of game.
- RGB-LED playfield lighting
- Shaker motor
- Invisglass™
- Full color printed Wizard of Oz manual
- Limited to 1500 Units
- Premium clear coated playfield
- Ruby red color body armor